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CLA GENERAL

INTERDISCIPLINARY LIBERAL ARTS

FOSKIN, KEVIN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR & DIRECTOR
kevin.foskin@colostate.edu
Concentration: Interdisciplinarity
Research: Interdisciplinarity as both a critical modality and a positional instrument for engaging complex issues/realities and as a social and political means of highlighting and advancing instructional practices that assist both students and instructors in identifying DEIJ barriers persistent in our existing critical practices.

MURILLO, CYNTHIA – INSTRUCTOR
cindy.murillo@colostate.edu
Concentration: Women’s Writing; World Literature; American Literature
Research: American Literature; Women’s Writing and Women in Literature; Women’s Studies; Gothic Fiction; Transatlantic Modernism; World Literatures.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

CARLYON, JONATHAN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR & INTERIM DIRECTOR
jonathan.carlyon@colostate.edu
Concentration: Spanish
Research: Transatlantic literary culture in the early-modern Hispanic world; digital humanities and the future of reading, computational approaches to literary criticism, and technologies for improving educational outcomes.

LEE, YUJUNG JULIA – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
yj.lee@colostate.edu
Concentration: Comparative politics; Asian politics
Research: Comparative development, women and politics, and Asian politics. The governance of basic services; sanitation and health in India.

TODD, MEAGAN – INSTRUCTOR
meagan.todd@colostate.edu
Concentration: Geography
Research: Political and cultural geography, former Soviet Union, undergraduate research methods

ANTHROPOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY

CHENNAULT, CARRIE – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
carrie.chennault@colostate.edu
Concentration: Feminist, Black & Queer Geographies; Political Ecology; Food, Agriculture & Environment
Research: Political ecologies of US inequalities; antiracism and Black geographies; food, agricultural, and environmental justice; and transforming community relations engagement in the US and at land-grant universities. Intersectional approaches to the study of space, place, and power.

COHEN, ADRIENNE – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
adrienne.cohen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Cultural Anthropology
Research: Aesthetics and politics; African studies; political economy; urban theory; performance; art; semiotics; affect; socialism and capitalism; migration; qualitative methods.

DU, ANDREW – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
andrew.du2@colostate.edu
Concentration: Biological Anthropology
Research: Paleoanthropology; the ecological context and spatiotemporal distribution of ancient hominins.
Quantitative methods to understand the fossil record’s propensity to distort ecological and evolutionary patterns.

**FISHER, CHRIS – PROFESSOR**
christopher.fisher@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Archaeology
**Research:** Landscape archaeology; human ecodynamics; land degradation; sustainability; development; ecological change.

**GALVIN, KATHLEEN – PROFESSOR**
kathleen.galvin@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Cultural Anthropology
**Research:** Africa; U.S. Great Plains; human ecology; human dimensions of global change; conservation and development; pastoralism; diet and nutrition; Human-environment interactions, Human adaptability and vulnerability, Human Dimensions of Global Environmental Change.

**GLANTZ, MICA – PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR**
mica.glantz@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Biological Anthropology
**Research:** Human evolution; the Paleolithic of Central Asia; Neandertal paleobiology; biogeography and GIS; dental anthropology.

**HAUSERMANN, HEIDI – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR**
heidi.hausermann@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Geography
**Research:** Political ecology; feminist theory; medical anthropology; development; critical health geography; livelihoods; food systems; land-use change; mixed-methods; critical pedagogy.

**HENRY, EDWARD – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR**
edward.henry@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Archaeology
**Research:** Organization and historical trajectories of small-scale societies; Monumentality; Landscapes; Memory and archaeology; Ritual & religion; Human-environment interaction; Archaeology of Eastern North America; Social complexity; Social change; Social theory; Geoarchaeology; Remote sensing; Bayesian chronological modeling.

**JOHNSON, MERRILL – PROFESSOR**
merrill.johnson@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Geography
**Research:** Political geography; industrial development in the U.S. South; the use of GIS/remote sensing in business and economic development.

**KENT, SUZANNE – ASSOCIATE TEACHING PROFESSOR**
suzanne.kent@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Cultural Anthropology
**Research:** Collaborative research on conservation and sustainability, tourism, environmental education, and local knowledge in the Bay Islands, Honduras.

**KWIATKOWSKI, LYNN – PROFESSOR**
lynn.kwiatkowski@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Cultural Anthropology
**Research:** Medical anthropology; global health; gender; gender violence; political violence; hunger; critical development studies; Southeast Asia; Vietnam and the Philippines.

**LA BELLE, JASON – PROFESSOR**
jason.labelle@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Biological Anthropology
**Research:** Early Eocene primate paleobiology; Primate adaptive responses to thermal temperature fluctuation; Paleogene primate evolution and adaptation; Primate comparative adaptations; Early Eocene mammal community reconstruction; Vertebrate evolution.

**LEIZS, STEVE – PROFESSOR**
steve.leisz@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Geography
**Research:** Human-environment interactions that lead to land-use and ultimately land-cover changes over local and regional landscapes. The way that changing livelihood systems in present day Southeast Asia and Melanesia influence land use and land cover changes at local and regional levels. Drivers of land changes in pre-Hispanic central Mexico.

**NICHOLS, KIMBERLY A – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR**
kimberly.nichols@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Biological Anthropology
**Research:** Early Eocene primate paleobiology; Primate adaptive responses to thermal temperature fluctuation; Paleogene primate evolution and adaptation; Primate comparative adaptations; Early Eocene mammal community reconstruction; Vertebrate evolution.

**PANTE, MICHAEL – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR**
michael.pante@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Biological Anthropology
**Research:** Prehistoric archaeology; zooarchaeology; paleoanthropology; taphonomy; paleodiet; stable isotope ecology; human evolution.
ART AND ART HISTORY

BATES, HALEY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
haley.bates@colostate.edu
Concentration: Metalsmithing and Jewelry
Research: n/a

BERNAGOZZI, JASON – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
jason.bernagozzi@colostate.edu
Concentration: Digital Foundations; Electronic Art
Research: Time-based media as an evolving world language; real-time processing with video, sound and other electronic forms within a reflexive dialogical system; database arrangements of documentary; narrative media structures; physical video instruments for use in performative and responsive works.

CHIEN, CLAIRE – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
claire.chien@colostate.edu
Concentration: Art Education
Research: Museum Education; Social Justice Art Education; Arts-Based Learning; Transformative learning; Arts-based autoethnography, duo ethnography.

CORNWALL, JEFF – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
jeffrey.cornwall@colostate.edu
Concentration: Art Education
Research: Childhood studies, children’s art and elementary art education; affective and mundane ways children learn, think, make and do that leak from the dominant discourse of child development.

DICLESARE, CATHERINE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
catherine.dicesare@colostate.edu
Concentration: Art History
Research: Pre-Columbian Art History; Arts of the Americas; Mexican pictorial manuscripts, calendars, and Aztec rituals. Western European art, including the arts of the Medieval, Italian Renaissance, and Baroque periods.

DINEEN, MARK – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
mark.dineen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Sculpture; 3D Foundations
Research: The plural nature of our material vernacular and its cross sections with process and implied semiotics.

EMAMI, SANAM – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
sanam.emami@colostate.edu
Concentration: Pottery
Research: n/a

FARIS, SUZANNE – PROFESSOR
suzanne.faris@colostate.edu
Concentration: Sculpture
Research: n/a

FLIPPEN, PAUL – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
paul.flippen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Foundations Painting
Research: n/a

FRAZIER, JASON – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
jason.frazier@colostate.edu
Concentration: Graphic Design
Research: Creative works that deal with the role visual communications have in shaping public discourse around climate change and environmental sustainability.

GRAVDAL, JOHN – PROFESSOR
john.gravdahl@colostate.edu
Concentration: Graphic Design
Research: n/a
Research: Concentration: marius.lehene@colostate.edu

Lewd community networks to engage LGBTQIA+ people in transgender/gender diverse patients; leveraging community, implicit/unconscious bias, provider bias toward social determinants of health for the LGBTQIA+ community.

Research: Concentration: e.l.moore@colostate.edu

Historical and contemporary arts from the Northwest Coast, as well as the inclusion (and exclusion) of Native arts in American and world art histories.

Research: Concentration: eleanor.moseman@colostate.edu

History of modern European art; Central European modern art, especially the avant-garde art of German-speaking countries.

Research: Concentration: roberto.muntoreanu@colostate.edu

Art of Native arts in American and world art histories. Northwest Coast, as well as the inclusion (and exclusion) of Native arts in American and world art histories.

Research: Concentration: erika.osborne@colostate.edu

Human impact on space.

Research: Concentration: david.riep@colostate.edu

South Sotho art and history in southern Africa; southern African cultural heritage and uses cultural speaking countries.

Research: Concentration: johnny.plastini@colostate.edu

Practicing artist working in painting (gouache and watercolor), collage, and sometimes installation. Still life, landscape, contemporary painting, mixed media, drawing, the history of paper, global climate change, and human impact on space.

Research: Concentration: Clara.nulty@colostate.edu

Practicing artist working in painting (gouache and watercolor), collage, and sometimes installation. Still life, landscape, contemporary painting, mixed media, drawing, the history of paper, global climate change, and human impact on space.

Research: Concentration: e.l.moore@colostate.edu

Historical and contemporary arts from the Northwest Coast, as well as the inclusion (and exclusion) of Native arts in American and world art histories.

Research: Concentration: eleanor.moseman@colostate.edu

History of modern European art; Central European modern art, especially the avant-garde art of German-speaking countries.

Research: Concentration: roberto.muntoreanu@colostate.edu

Art of Native arts in American and world art histories. Northwest Coast, as well as the inclusion (and exclusion) of Native arts in American and world art histories.

Research: Concentration: erika.osborne@colostate.edu

Human impact on space.

Research: Concentration: david.riep@colostate.edu

South Sotho art and history in southern Africa; southern African cultural heritage and uses cultural speaking countries.
COMMUNICATION STUDIES

ANDERSON, KARRIN – PROFESSOR
karrin.anderson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Civic Engagement
Research: Culture of politics and the politics of culture, examining the ways in which political identity is rhetorically constructed and contested in popular media; gender in politics.

AOKI, ERIC – PROFESSOR
eric.aoki@colostate.edu
Concentration: Relational and Organizational Communication
Research: Interpersonal, Co-Cultural, and Intercultural Communication; identity, voice, and cultural (re)presentations in media and public spaces; autoethnography.

BURGCHARDT, CARL – PROFESSOR
carl.burgchardt@colostate.edu
Concentration: Film and Media Studies
Research: Rhetorical criticism, United States public address, and media studies, with a special emphasis on film.

CARCASSON, MARTIN – PROFESSOR
martin.carcasson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Civic Engagement
Research: Rhetoric and contemporary public affairs, and the interdisciplinary theory and practice of deliberative democracy and collaborative governance. Public communication, community problem solving, and collaborative decision-making.

CHUNG, HYE SEUNG – PROFESSOR
hye.chung@colostate.edu
Concentration: Film and Media Studies
Research: Race and ethnicity in American popular culture, East Asian cinema, feminist film theory, and global media.

DICKINSON, GREG – PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR
greg.dickinson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Civic Engagement
Research: Ways the buildings and human landscapes engage viewers and users on questions values, beliefs, and action; critical and theoretical understanding of memory, place, materiality, and everyday life.

DIFFRIENT, SCOTT – PROFESSOR
scott.diffrient@colostate.edu
Concentration: Film and Media Studies
Research: Cinematic style, cultural memory; film genre; discourses of marginalized populations; rhetoric;

DUNN, TOM – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
thomas.dunn@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Civic Engagement
Research: The intersection of LGBT/queer culture, politics, and rhetoric; public memory and visual and material rhetoric; how LGBTQ people use public tellings of their shared pasts to effect political, social, and cultural change in the present; rhetoric and politics of queer memories of the Holocaust and the persecution of homosexuals by the Third Reich.

ELKINS, EVAN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
evan.elkins@colostate.edu
Concentration: Film and Media Studies
Research: Digital media industries and technologies, globalization, access, and cultural difference; geographic restrictions in digital platforms around the world; transgressive humor, aesthetics, and media authorship; Valley’s practices and politics of global development and modernization.

FAW, MEARA – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
meara.faw@colostate.edu
Concentration: Relational and Organizational Communication
Research: Interpersonal communication and health; how the relationships we have with friends and family affect our health and well-being at multiple levels; the communication of social support and how that affects the physiological stress of interactants, including a project on social support, tough love, conflict management, and health.

GIBSON, KATIE – PROFESSOR
katie.gibson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Civic Engagement
Research: Politics of representation in legal discourse, political communication, and popular culture.

HUGHES, KIT – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
kit.hughes@colostate.edu
Concentration: Film and Media Studies
Research: Nontheatrical film, useful and orphan media, and histories of technology; how American business developed workplace television as a medium of industrial efficiency, ideological orientation, and corporate expansion; sponsored film, workplace media, early video formats, and digital humanities methods.
KhrebTan-HörHager, julia – associate professor
julia.khrebTan-hoerhager@colostate.edu
Concentration: Relational and Organizational Communication
Research: Intercultural and international communication, European studies, conflict, international cinematography, and critical media studies. Feminist perspectives on communication and business leadership with a global mindset.

Knobloch, Katie – Associate Professor
katie.knobloch@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Civic Engagement
Research: Political communication and civic engagement; how deliberative public processes can create a more informed and engaged citizenry. How process design affects the quality and outcome of deliberative engagement.

Light, Elinor – senior instructor/assistant dean
Elinor.light@colostate.edu
Concentration: Visual Communication
Research: Visual rhetoric, aesthetics, and space within the context of issues of social justice. Memorials, graffiti, street art, the relationship between the material and virtual experience of place; visual ethnography and rhetorical field methods.

Long, Ziyu – Associate Professor
ziyu.long@colostate.edu
Concentration: Relational and Organizational Communication
Research: Career, mentoring, entrepreneurship, and gendered organizing in today’s globalized and digitalized workplace; career resilience and resistance practices of women entrepreneurs in China, Denmark, and the United States; graduate student parents’ negotiation of work-life issues; the enactment of new career forms afforded by digital technology; and inclusivity and mentoring in higher education with a focus on STEM.

Marx, Nick – Associate Professor
nick.marx@colostate.edu
Concentration: Film and Media Studies
Research: Television studies, media industry studies, digital media culture, representations of race and ethnicity, and comedy studies.

Pennington, Natalie – Assistant Professor
natalie.pennington@colostate.edu
Concentration: Relating and Organizing
Research: Interpersonal communication and the use of communication technology. Meeting social connection needs and friendship; Public health guidelines for social connection.

Williams, Elizabeth – Associate Professor
elizabeth.a.williams@colostate.edu
Concentration: Relational and Organizational Communication
Research: Practices and processes that high reliability organizations (e.g., fire departments) employ to ensure the health and safety of their members; how these organizations respond to accidents, ensure organizational learning, and utilize wearable technologies to promote health.

Economics

Barbier, Edward – Professor
edward.barbier@colostate.edu
Concentration: Economics of Sustainable Development; International Environmental Policy; Ecological and Resource Economics; Green Economy
Research: Natural resource and development economics as well as the interface between economics and ecology.

Barbier, Joanne C. Burgess – associate professor
jo.barbier@colostate.edu
Concentration: Development; International; Natural Resource and Environmental Economics
Research: Environmental and natural resource economics; forest land use, wildlife management, trade and environment, and sustainability.

Bernasek, Alexandra – Professor
alexandra.bernhasek@colostate.edu
Concentration: Development; Political Economy; Feminist Economics
Research: Feminist economist; self-employment in the U.S., health insurance and employment transitions, household financial decision making, pension investments, risk aversion, the Gramen Bank in Bangladesh, women’s informal sector work in developing countries, and maternity leave in developing countries.

Bhattarai, Niroj – Assistant Professor
Niroj.bhattarai@colostate.edu
Concentration: Development; Political Economy; Entrepreneurship; Education; WASH
Research: Related to poverty, both locally and globally. Education, entrepreneurship, inequality, WASH (Water, Sanitation, Hygiene) and HAP (Household Air Pollution), and subsequent impact on economic development.
BRAUNSTEIN, ELISSA – PROFESSOR/ASSOCIATE DEAN
elissa.braunstein@colostate.edu
Concentration: Development; International; Feminist Economics
Research: International and macroeconomic aspects of development; economic growth, macro policy, social reproduction and gender.

FREMSTAD, ANDERS – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
anders.fremstad@colostate.edu
Concentration: Public; Political economy; Environmental
Research: The sharing economy, household and urban economies in carbon emissions, and the distributional impact of carbon mitigation policy.

IVERSON, TERRY – PROFESSOR
terry.iverson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental; Macroeconomics; Ecological and Resource Economics; Economics of Climate Change
Research: Environmental economist and macroeconomist; economics of climate change and other environmental policy problems; development of computational methods to incorporate non-constant time preference into general equilibrium climate economy models.

KOMAREK, TIM – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
tim.komarek@colostate.edu
Concentration: Regional, Urban, Public Finance, Resource Economics
Research: Urban, rural and regional economics; local effects of fiscal austerity to place-based policies and local public finance. Intersection of the environment and economic development.

MILLER, RAY – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ray.miller@colostate.edu
Concentration: Development; International; Public; Macroeconomics; Health Economics; Population Economics
Research: Determinants and consequences of health disparities and social inequality; the lasting impact of early health disparities, the welfare implications of health insurance, and the inequality of health and economic well-being among the elderly.

MUSHINSKI, DAVID – PROFESSOR
david.mushinski@colostate.edu
Concentration: Public; Health economics
Research: Economic development, regional economics, and health economics.

NUMA, GUY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
guy.numa@colostate.edu
Concentration: History of Economic Thought; Development; Public; Political Economy; Macroeconomics; Monetary Economics
Research: History of Economic Thought, Macroeconomics, Monetary Economics, Industrial Organization, and Caribbean Political Economy; the role and the scope of government in a market economy.

PENA, ANITA – PROFESSOR
anita.pena@colostate.edu
Concentration: Development; Public; Labor; Applied Microeconomics
Research: Public sector economics, labor economics, and economic development; undocumented and documented immigration, public policy, poverty, education/skill, and agricultural labor markets.

SCHALLER, ZACHARY – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
zachary.schaller@colostate.edu
Concentration: Political Economy; Public; Labor; Economic History; Applied Microeconomics (Public, Labor, Development); Economic history and the history of economic ideas
Research: Microeconomist specializing in political economy, labor, and economic history; the history of labor market institutions; unions and industrial conflict.

SHIELDS, MARTIN – PROFESSOR
martin.shields@colostate.edu
Concentration: Regional; urban
Research: Regional economic growth, growth and inequality; labor economics.

TAVANI, DANIELE – PROFESSOR
daniele.tavani@colostate.edu
Concentration: Political Economy; Macroeconomics; Economic Growth; Discrimination and Inequality; Innovation
Research: Economic growth and income distribution; the interaction between labor market institutions, income shares and technological change; the role of the public sector in long-run allocation policy and its distributional effects; the role of social interactions and social multipliers in economic performance.
**Vasudevan, Ramaa – Professor**
ramaa.vasudevan@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Development; International; Political Economy; Political Economy of Money and Finance; International Finance  
**Research:** The political economy of international trade and finance; the evolution of labor markets in colonial India. International finance, open economy macroeconomics and the political economy of development and finance.

**Zahran, Sammy – Professor & Dept. Chair**  
sammy.zahran@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Environmental; health economics  
**Research:** Demography; Epidemiology, Public Health.

**English**

**Altschul, Andrew – Associate Professor**
andrew.altschul@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Director of Creative Writing; Creative Writing; Contemporary Literature; Postmodernist Fiction  
**Research:** Fiction, narrative craft, 20th and 21st century American literature.

**Amidon, Tim – Associate Professor**
tim.amidon@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Digital Rhetorics; Technical & Professional Communication; Multimodal Composing  
**Research:** Digital rhetorics, intellectual property, multimodal literacies, and genre ecologies. How firefighters’ literacy practices reveal a form of blue-collar techno that usefully challenges normative constructions of knowledge work.

**Ausubel, Ramona – Assistant Professor**
ramona.ausubel@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Creative Writing  
**Research:** n/a

**Badia, Lynn – Associate Professor**
lynn.badia@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Literature  
**Research:** Twentieth- and twenty-first-century literature, film, and theory; the Environmental and Energy Humanities and the history and philosophy of science.

**Beachy-Quick, Dan – Professor**
dan.beachy-quick@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Creative writing; poetry  
**Research:** n/a

**Becker, Tony – Associate Professor**
tony.becker@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Linguistics (undergraduate); TEFL/TESL (graduate)  
**Research:** Second language assessment, research methods in applied linguistics, and meta-cognitive aspects of writing.

**Bradbury, Kelly – Assistant Professor**
kelly.bradbury@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Rhetoric, Writing, and Literacy  
**Research:** Rhetorical empathy, critical information literacy, the rhetoric of intellectualism and anti-intellectualism in American culture, and writing across the curriculum.

**Bresnan, Mark – Instructor**
mark.bresnan@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Contemporary Literature  
**Research:** Contemporary American literature and culture.

**Carter, Genesea M. – Associate Director of Composition**
genesea.carter@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Rhetoric and Composition  
**Research:** The teaching of writing; training graduate student teachers of writing; writing program administration; academic labor issues in writing programs; and network and system theory as they relate to and impact writing programs.

**Claycomb, Ryan – Professor/Associate Dean**
ryan.claycomb@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Contemporary Literature  
**Research:** Modern drama, life writing, gender studies, critical and performance theory, and contemporary literature for both English and Theatre; performances of the real -- real people, real places, and real events--and the political, ethical, and formal issues that arise.

**Cloud, Doug – Associate Professor**
doug.cloud@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Rhetoric and Composition  
**Research:** The rhetoric of social change; representation of group identities in public discourse. Representation of scientists in the climate change debate and the ways that language practices of marginalized groups are adapted and translated for new contexts.

**Cooperman, Matthew – Professor**
matthew.cooperman@colostate.edu

**Concentration:** Creative Writing  
**Research:** Poetry; literature of the intermountain west, the poetry of witness, and the postmodern novel.
DAVIES, Ashley – Master Instructor
ashley.davies@colostate.edu
Concentration: Composition
Research: Multicultural education, global graphic novels, monsters in literature and film.

DELAHUNTY, Gerald – Professor
gerald.delahunty@colostate.edu
Concentration: Linguistics
Research: Phonology, morphology and word formation, syntax, semantics, pragmatics, discourse analysis, sociolinguistics, bilingualism, history of the English language, and Irish literature. Hiberno-English, pragmatics, syntactic theory, sociolinguistics, and Irish landscapes and archaeology.

DISCOE, Christine – Senior Instructor
Christine.discoe@colostate.edu
Concentration: International Students.

DUNGY, Camille – Professor
camille.dungy@colostate.edu
Concentration: Creative Writing, Poetry
Research: n/a

EGRET, Cookie – Instructor and Assistant Researcher
cookie.egret@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Social Change
Research: Synthetic genomics and what it means to be responsible when creating new(ish) organisms. Synthetic genomics is a burgeoning field stemming from synthetic biology and bio-technology at large. Responsible innovation beyond the human context and what foregrounding contextual relationality and responsibility can tell us about emergent biotechnologies like synthetic genomics.

EHLLERS-ZAVA, Fabiola – Professor
fabiola.ehlers-zava@colostate.edu
Concentration: ESL

FLETCHER, Harrison Candalaria – Associate Professor
harrison.fletcher@colostate.edu
Concentration: Creative Writing (creative nonfiction)
Research: n/a

FULFORD, Devon – Instructor
devon.fullford@colostate.edu
Concentration: Creative Writing, Poetry; Composition and Literature
Research: Empathy cultivation in humanities pedagogy

GINSBERG, Ricki – Associate Professor
ricki.ginsberg@colostate.edu
Concentration: English Education
Research: Educational equity, teacher education, multicultural young adult literature, culturally responsive pedagogies, the recruitment and retention of teachers of color, and multiracial and Indigenous identities.

GOLLAPUDI, Aparna – Professor
aparna.gollapudi@colostate.edu
Concentration: Restoration and Eighteenth-Century British Literature
Research: Restoration and 18th-century British literature and the theater culture of the period and emergent discourses of gender and modernity. Children’s literature and interactions of text and image in various genres such as emblem books, picture books, comics, graphic novels, etc.

HENTSCHELL, Roze – Professor
roze.hentschell@colostate.edu
Concentration: Early Modern English Literature and Culture
Research: Early modern studies and constructions of identity

HUTCHINS, Zach – Professor
zach.hutchins@colostate.edu
Concentration: Literature
Research: Early American literature; Quaker literature; early American manuscript sermons.

JACOBI, Tobi – Professor
tobi.jacobi@colostate.edu
Concentration: Composition and Literacy Studies
Research: Community literacy studies, prison writing, community service learning and activism in the writing classroom, and the ethics of university-community collaborations.

LANGSTRAAT, Lisa – Associate Professor
lisa.langstraat@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Composition
Research: Pedagogies and theories of service-learning and civic discourse, and rhetorical constructions of emotion in contemporary culture; legal discourse and community literacies.

LIMLAMAI, Naitnaphit – Assistant Professor
n.limlamai@colostate.edu
Concentration: English Education; teaching writing, language; organizational change from an antiracist lens
Research: Secondary English teacher preparation and how that work manifests justice; how justice is defined, constructed, and enacted in secondary English methods.
classes and how those ideas travel from university preparation coursework to student teaching classrooms; how writers develop as such and collaboration; organizational change through an antiracist lens.

MACRAE, MITCHELL – INSTRUCTOR
mitchell.macrae@colostate.edu
Concentration: Composition and Literature
Research: Research areas include early modern revenge tragedy, intersubjectivity, trauma, and metatheatricality.

MARQUES, LUCIANA – INSTRUCTOR OF LINGUISTICS
luciana.marques@colostate.edu
Concentration: Linguistics, TEFL/TESL
Research: Laboratory Phonology. How listeners perceive and categorize speech sounds and how speakers produce them, with the intent of understanding what properties they use and the sounds phonemic status. Phonological transfer effects that yield a foreign accent in L2 learners of a language.

MARVIN, WILLIAM – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
williammarvin@colostate.edu
Concentration: Medieval Literature & Language (Germanic)
Research: Languages and literatures of Germanic antiquity; mythologies of migration-age Europe; philology.

MCCONIGLEY, NINA – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
nina.mcconigley@colostate.edu
Concentration: Creative Writing - Fiction
Research: n/a

MITCHELL, TODD D. – ASSOCIATE TEACHING PROFESSOR
Todd.Mitchell@colostate.edu
Concentration: Creative Writing
Research: Middle Grade and YA Author. Narrative theory, ways to plot and structure novels, YA novel forms, fiction craft, and ways to enhance creativity and develop healthy creative practices.

NAM, ROSA – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
rosa.nam@colostate.edu
Concentration: English Education
Research: Critical literacy, contemporary diverse adolescent literature, and Asian crit in education

NEKRASOVA BEKER, TATIANA – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
t.nekrasova_beker@colostate.edu
Concentration: Applied Linguistics and TEFL/TESL
Research: Usage-based approaches to L2 acquisition, the role of formulaic language in fluency and syntactic development, corpus-based analysis of discipline-specific discourse, project-based methods in L2 instruction, and ESP course design.

O’DONNELL-ALLEN, CINDY – PROFESSOR
cindy.odonnell-allen@colostate.edu
Concentration: English Education
Research: The ways in which youth and educators can use critical multiliteracies as instruments for identity development, meaning construction, and social action in order to achieve a more just and peaceful world.

PALMQUIST, MICHAEL – PROFESSOR
mike.palmquist@colostate.edu
Concentration: Writing
Research: Writing across the curriculum, the effects of computer and network technologies on writing instruction, and new approaches to scholarly publishing.

RATLIFF, CATHERINE – SENIOR INSTRUCTOR
catherine.ratliff@colostate.edu
Concentration: Composition
Research: American studies, women’s and LGBTQIA+ literatures, and composition placement practices.

REID, LOUANN – PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR
louann.reid@colostate.edu
Concentration: English Education
Research: The pedagogical potential of graphic narratives and the roles of multimodal literacies in preservice teacher education and secondary English language arts curriculum. Teaching international literature to young adults, graphic narratives, critical reading and thinking strategies, and visual literacy.

SCHICKE, JOE – INSTRUCTOR
joe.schicke@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric; composition
Research: Grading, assessment, multimodal composition, rhetorical, technical communication.

SEBEK, BARBARA – PROFESSOR
barbara.sebek@colostate.edu
Concentration: Literature
Research: Early modern British literature; economic contexts of renaissance plays and England’s expanding global networks.

SHUTTERS, LYNN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
lynn.shutters@colostate.edu
Concentration: Thomas Mark Scholar
Research: Representations of love, sex, and marriage in medieval literature; representations of non-Western peoples in medieval literature; and medievalism. Connections between the Middle Ages and present-day cultural phenomena.
Sloane, Sarah – Professor
sarah.sloane@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and Composition; Creative Nonfiction
Research: Narratives written in new media (such as augmented realities), plagiarism, and 18th-century Scottish rhetoric. Writing theory, experimental stories and poems, social justice in Guatemala, Wilhelm Reich, and aleatory writing techniques.

Sorensen, Leif – Professor
leif.sorensen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Literature
Research: Multi-ethnic American literature, with a primary focus on the 20th century. Writing as a technology of identity in the latter half of the 20th century and interconnections between literary experimentation and ethnographic poetics.

Steensen, Sasha – Professor
sasha.steensen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Poetry, American Literature
Research: n/a

Steinway, Elizabeth – Instructor
elizabeth.steinway@colostate.edu
Concentration: Literature and Composition
Research: Representations of pregnancy and maternity in early modern English literature and culture, sixteenth-and seventeenth-century midwifery and gynecological texts, and the narration of reproductive knowledge.

Szymanski, Erika – Associate Professor
erika.szymanski@colostate.edu
Concentration: Rhetoric and composition
Research: Discourse as a scientific construction tool, human-microbe relations, and multispecies questions raised by contemporary genetic/genomic biotechnologies and microbiome research.

Trembath, Paul – Associate Professor
paul.trembath@colostate.edu
Concentration: Literature; Creative Nonfiction
Research: Contemporary critical theory and its historical backgrounds. Critical discussions that address ways of rethinking aesthetics, textuality, and sense.

Tsang, Philip – Associate Professor
philip.tsang@colostate.edu
Concentration: Literature
Research: British Empire literature; geopolitical change; language; world literature.

Welker, Alyson – Senior Instructor
aly.welker@colostate.edu
Concentration:
Research: Rhetorical empathy in the classroom, mixed-methods online teaching, qualitative focus group research, diversity/equity/inclusion in the composition classroom, science writing, and literacy.

Ethnic Studies

Aronis, Carolin – Assistant Professor
carolin.aronis@colostate.edu
Research: Race, gender, antisemitism, and Jewish experiences through the intersection of critical media studies, rhetoric, and technologies. Rhetorical and technological systems of hate and exclusion, and on the phenomenology of communication within challenging/impossible settings.

Attai, Nikoli – Assistant Professor
nikoli.attai@colostate.edu
Research: Black queer and feminist studies; human rights and community-making; LGBTQ+ communities in Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica, Barbados and Guyana.

Black, Ray – Associate Professor
ray.black@colostate.edu
Research: African American studies; how current students of color, from early childhood through graduate school, succeed; representations.

Bubar, Roe – Professor
roe.bubar@colostate.edu
Research: Health disparities including: sexual violence, child maltreatment, intersectionality, drug endangered children, racial microaggressions experienced by Natives, qualitative inquiry and Indigenous research methods.

Cavanagh, Tom – Instructor
tom.cavanagh@colostate.edu
Concentration:
Research: School-to-prison pipeline; creating a Culture of Care in schools based on restorative justice principles and practices, as well as culturally appropriate interactions and relationships.

Chatterjee, Sushmita – Professor & Dept. Chair
sushmita.chatterjee@colostate.edu
Research: Ethnic Studies and Women’s Studies & Gender Research; Feminist and queer theory, transnational gender and sexuality studies, postcolonial theory, animal studies, and visual politics
DE MIRJYN, MARICELA – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
maricela.demirjyn@colostate.edu
Research: Life histories and visual narrative analysis, Chicana/Latina epistemologies and praxis within the University, and intersectional and queer studies.

KIM, JOON – PROFESSOR
joon.kim@colostate.edu
Research: Political Economy of Labor, Immigration, and Race in Asia and the U.S.; Multiculturalism and Diversity; Labor Migration and Civil Society.

LA FEHR, ERICA – INSTRUCTOR
ERICA.LAFehr@colostate.edu
Concentration: Marxist Feminism; Decolonial; Multiracial; and Transnational Feminisms; Intersectional Feminism; Felt and Affectual Theory
Research: Critiques of Public Health related to Opioids and HIV/AIDS, Labor and social movements, deconstructing Whiteness/White Femininity, Necropolitics, and unsettling Settler Colonialism. Theoretical orientations include Marxist Feminism, Decolonial, Multiracial, and Transnational Feminisms, Intersectional Feminism, and Felt Theory.

MARTINEZ, DOREEN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
doreen.martinez@colostate.edu
Research: Indigenous knowledge systems; research methodologies; visual culture; sociopolitical land and environment issues; how diverse knowledges is engaged and practiced every day; mis/understandings of identity, collective philosophies, contemporary and historical belief practices, and nation-state influences.

SAGAS, ERNESTO – PROFESSOR
ernesto.sagas@colostate.edu
Research: Race and ethnicity in Latin America and the Caribbean, transnational politics, Latinx politics, Latinos in Colorado, environmental justice movements.

SCHMIDT, JENNE – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
jenne.schmidt@colostate.edu
Research: Cultural Studies and Social Thought in Education

SCHNEIDER, LINDSEY – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
lindsey.schneider@colostate.edu

SOUZA, CARIDAD – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
caridad.souza@colostate.edu
Research: Ethnic Studies and Women’s Studies & Gender Research.

HISTORY

ARCHAMBEAU, NICOLE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
nicole.archambeau@colostate.edu
Concentration: Medieval History; Mediterranean Europe; Social History of Healing and Medicine
Research: Social and cultural historian of healing. History of healing in the later Middle Ages; the intersection of learned medicine, the sufferer’s experience, and spiritual identity; dangers of mercenary warfare, epidemic illness, and the sacrament of penance.

CARR CHILDERS, LEISL – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
leisl.carr_children@colostate.edu
Concentration: Public and Digital History; American West and Environmental History; Public Lands History
Research: The American West; the environmental history and management of the region’s public lands; USDA Forest Service History.

CHILDERS, MICHAEL – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
michael childs@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental History; American West, Outdoor Recreation, Tourism, Public Lands
Research: Modern American West and the environment; environment and tourism; Yosemite Park’s history through visitors’ own experiences, as well as the environmental costs of tourism.

DIDIER, JOHN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
john.didier@colostate.edu
Concentration: Ancient and Middle-period Chinese intellectual history, philosophy, and religion
Research: Ancient and middle-period Chinese intellectual history, philosophy, and religion; classical Chinese metaphysics; texts of Daoist-alchemical-immortalist, Buddhist, Confucian, and Mohist philosophies.

GUDMESTAD, ROBERT – PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR
robert.gudmestad@colostate.edu
Concentration: American South; Civil War; Military History; Sport History
Research: Steamboats, the Civil War, the South, and sports in America; how Union gunboats fought an irregular war against southern civilians, guerrillas, and soldiers. Spatial analysis (or GIS) to understand the nature of conflicts.
HEINEMAN, KRISTIN – ASSOCIATE TEACHING PROFESSOR
kristin.heineman@colostate.edu
Concentration: Classics
Research: Religion in the ancient Greco-Roman world, particularly the role of women, divination and the intersection between “paganism” and early Christianity.

JACKSON, JESSICA – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
jessica.b.jackson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Immigration; Southern/Louisiana History; Race and Ethnic Studies; Social Studies Teaching
Research: Immigration history, late-19th/early 20th centuries U.S. history, southern/Louisiana history, race and citizenship studies, and social studies education; immigration history, southern history, and modern Italian history; the immigrant experience in the American South and explorations of the gray area within the traditionally black/white narrative.

LINDSAY, JAMES – PROFESSOR
james.lindsay@colostate.edu
Concentration: Middle East
Research: Public and environmental history; cultural and natural resource management, historic preservation, water and soil remediation, and toxic waste assessment; the intersection of commercial fisheries and off-shore oil drilling.

LITTLE, ANN – PROFESSOR
ann.little@colostate.edu
Concentration: Early North America; women’s and gender history; history of sexuality; religious history; history of the body
Research: History of women, gender, and sexuality; free women’s bodies and politics in the age of Atlantic revolutions.

MARGOLF, DIANE – PROFESSOR
diane.margolf@colostate.edu
Concentration: Early Modern Europe (15th - 18th centuries); France (Renaissance to Revolution); Religious, Social, Cultural, and Legal History
Research: Early modern European history; connections among religion, law, politics, and memory, especially in the context of French Calvinists (Huguenots) and their history; rituals of public apology and reconciliation, both early modern and modern, and travel narratives.

ORSI, JARED – PROFESSOR
jared.orsi@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental history; borderlands history; Colorado history
Research: Environmental and borderlands history; U.S. and Mexican history.

PAYNE, SARAH – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
sarah.payne@colostate.edu
Concentration: Public History and Environmental History
Research: Historic preservation and cultural resource management; the production consumption and disposal histories of contraceptives; history of America’s public lands; historic preservation; Native American history; social history museum studies, and cultural resource management.

XIANG, HONGYAN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
hong.xiang@colostate.edu
Concentration: Late imperial and twentieth century China; Chinese-Western relations since the 18th century.; Christianity in China
Research: Social and cultural history of modern China; real estate empire of the Society of Foreign Missions of Paris in south China from the late nineteenth to early twentieth century.

YALEN, DEBORAH – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
deborah.yalen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Imperial Russia; Soviet Union; Modern Europe; East European Jewish History
Research: Social, political, and intellectual history of Jews in the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s; state-sponsored documentation of the shtetlekh, or former market towns, of the Ukrainian and Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republics.

YARRINGTON, DOUG – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
doug.yarrington@colostate.edu
Concentration: Latin America
Research: Corruption, anti-corruption and state formation in Venezuela; how officials used public authority to pursue private profit by dealing in cattle, liquor and oil, and ends with an analysis of corruption trials in the mid-1940s. The changing relationship between the state and Venezuelan society during the 20th century.

JOURNALISM AND MEDIA COMMUNICATION

ABRAMS, KATIE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
katie.abrams@colostate.edu
Concentration: Strategic communication; agricultural and natural resources communication; media effects; consumer psychology
Research: Food marketing communication models of influence, transparency and strategic communication in the agriculture industry; risk communication regarding human-wildlife interactions in partnership with the National
Park Service. Communication pertaining to animals/animal agriculture.

**Anderson, Ashley – Associate Professor**  
ashley.a.anderson@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Science communication; environmental communication; social media; public engagement with science; public opinion  
**Research:** The role of communication in how people form opinions about and engage with scientific and environmental issues. Communication around extreme weather events, such as flooding and heat waves as it relates to opinion formation around climate change.

**Arthur, Tori – Associate Professor**  
tori.arthur@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Communication and technology; social media; race; gender; sexuality; immigration  
**Research:** Critical cultural theory and the intersections of media, race, gender, sexuality, (im)migration, and cultural tourism; social media based televisuals; the histories and formations of digital diasporas; digital/social media representations of the transnational mobilities of Black people, particularly disabled people, LGBTQIA+ folx, and women.

**Champ, Joseph – Associate Professor**  
joseph.champ@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Environmental communication; Actor Network Theory; media and critical/cultural identity; qualitative methods; TV/video production  
**Research:** The intersection of communication, culture, and the natural world; collaborates with USDA Forest Service to study resource management issues faced by the agency.

**Famulari, Umberto – Assistant Professor**  
umberto.famulari@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Visual communication; Multimedia; Journalism and news; Digital media  
**Research:** Visual and verbal modes of representation on digital media and their effects, and the intersections that link journalism, multimedia/strategic communication, underrepresented communities and public policies.

**Humphrey, Michael – Assistant Professor**  
michael.humphrey@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Narrative; Listening Practice and Theory; Mass Digital Media  
**Research:** The confluence of narrative and listening theory; studies of "storylisteners" people whose vocations prompt them to listen for others’ narratives. How narratives emerge on digital platforms, from influencers of Instagram to former presidents on Twitter.

**Jacobsen, Jaime – Assistant Professor**  
jaime.jacobsen@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Documentary; Science Communication; Social Justice Filmmaking; Refugee Studies; Politics of Cinema and Identity; Intercultural Communication  
**Research:** Passionate about telling stories that cultivate conversation on contemporary social, environmental, and humanitarian issues.

**Johnson, Emily – Instructor**  
emily.johnson@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Popular culture; identity; digital communication  
**Research:** Popular culture, consumer behavior, social media, digital culture, environmental communication, self-presentation/identity, and creativity. Specialize in qualitative research; skilled in using NVivo.

**Kim, Jangyul – Associate Professor**  
jangyul.kim@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Public relations; Public diplomacy; Issues and crisis communication; International public relations; CSR and reputation management; Social media  
**Research:** Application of communication and persuasion theories to public relations research and practices; development of new public relations models and theories; test and elaboration of existing public relations theories.

**Kodrich, Kris – Associate Professor**  
kris.kodrich@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** International Mass Communication; Communication & Innovation; Print & Multimedia Journalism; New Communication Technologies; Political Economy of Global Media; Media & Society; Journalist Attitudes, Behaviors & Ethics  
**Research:** Behaviors and attitudes of journalists both in the USA and in international settings, particularly in Latin America.

**Lee, Yeunjae – Assistant Professor**  
marilee.long@colostate.edu  
**Concentration:** Public Relations and Strategic Communication; Employee Communication; Internal Crisis Management; Leadership; Organizational Justice and Diversity  
**Research:** Employee communication, internal issue/crisis management, and organizational diversity and justice. Employee behaviors within and outside of work in response to organizational crises and diversity-related issues and the impacts of organizations’ strategic internal communication.
LONG, MARILEE – PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR
marilee.long@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Health communication; public understanding of science; media effects (particularly on children); quantitative research methods; specialized magazine writing; technical and specialized editing
**Research:** Health and science communication. The use of messages to encourage attitudinal and behavioral change; the role of media in shaping people’s health attitudes and behaviors. Effects of media portrayals of science and scientists on people’s attitudes toward science; media influences on adolescents’ attitudes toward science careers.

LUFT, GREGORY – PROFESSOR
greg.luft@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** News; Documentary film
**Research:** News coverage and journalist behavior in coverage of significant events, especially as it relates to coverage of sensitive issues involving victims of crime and tragedy. Production techniques and practices in television news, documentary and corporate video production.

MARTLEY, ROSA MIKEAL – PROFESSOR
rosa.martey@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Digital communication technologies; identity and inclusion; Online social interaction; Games and learning; Virtual worlds; Web design and information; Visual communication
**Research:** Identity and social interaction in digital contexts, including single- and multi-player games, virtual worlds, and social media. The impact of visual and technical design features on interaction, identity, and self-expressions in games and other digital platforms, including for employment and health information. Ways that specific identities emerge and change in such spaces, including gender, racial, and sexual identities.

SIVAKUMAR, GAYA – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
gayathri.sivakumar@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Health Communication; Political Communication; Media Effects
**Research:** The intersection of health communication and digital media, civic discourse on-line, children’s interpretations of educational media. How people learn from mediated information especially on topics that have they no prior information or knowledge. Judgments about the credibility of online information and how such judgments impact medical decision making.

THAM, SAMUEL – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
samuel.tham@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Media Psychology; Advertising; Problematic Gaming; Ad Avoidance; Video Game Advertising
**Research:** Audience analysis and media effects; social support and gaming; gaming disorders; digital advertising; media trust; social media.

WEISS, STEVE – MASTER INSTRUCTOR AND SPECIAL PROJECTS COORDINATOR
steven.weiss@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Television news; Corporate video production
**Research:** Public issues documentary film production. Past funded projects have included politics, music and culture, science (hemp) and state resources for Colorado wildfires. Creative storytelling documentary film projects.

WOLFGANG, DAVID – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
david.wolfgang@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Journalism; media sociology; political communication; public discourse; new media; media law and policy; qualitative research methods
**Research:** Public discourse and media sociology; the relationship between journalists and online commenters. Journalism role conceptions, representations of minority groups in media, political communication, and new media.

LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND CULTURES

CANTO CARRILLO, MARIA INES – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
mi.canto_carrillo@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Spanish
**Research:** Literature and visual arts; Mexican and Latin American Literature; Xavier Villaurrutia’s interdisciplinary work as a poet, art critic, movie screenwriter, and visual theorist in Mexico during the first half of the 20th century.

CARLYON, JONATHAN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR
jonathan.carlyon@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Spanish
**Research:** Transatlantic literary culture in the early-modern Hispanic world; digital humanities and the future of reading, computational approaches to literary criticism, and technologies for improving educational outcomes.
CORREA, MAITE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
maite.correa@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Educational linguistics, academic integrity, critical pedagogies and heritage language learning.

ERICKSON, PETER – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
peter.erickson@colostate.edu  
Concentration: German  
Research: Intersection of literature, art, and religion in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries; uses archival research to show how narratives of religious conversion have shaped the development of the modern novel.

GRIM, FRÉDÉRIQUE – PROFESSOR  
frederique.grim@colostate.edu  
Concentration: French  
Research: Foreign language education; the integration of content and language forms (content-enriched instruction), service-learning and pronunciation; the role of teachers in the classroom; the use of the first and second language in the classroom. Anglicisms, bilingual education and code-switching.

HIRCHI, MOHAMMED – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
mohammed.hirchi@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Arabic  

JIMENEZ CHACÓN, MARIO – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
mario.jimenez_chacon@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Aesthetics, spirituality, ethics, and politics of migration and border culture in the Latin American and Latinx context; transnational literatures and cultures.

LOPEZ-CABRALES, MARIA – PROFESSOR  
maria.lopez-cabrales@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Intersections of literature and culture in Latin America and Spain; women’s writing as a “space” in which women create social discourses and communicate with each other.

MILLER DE RUTTE, ALYSSIA – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
alyssia.miller_de_rutte@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Sociocultural linguistics with an emphasis on medical linguistics in Spanish-speaking populations to promote health equity among minority groups.

PEDRÓS-GASCÓN, ANTONIO – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
antonio.pedros-gascon@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Contemporary Spanish Literatures, Cultures and Cinema  
Research: Contemporary Spanish Literatures, Cultures and Cinema.

PURDY, ANDREA RICE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPANISH  
Andrea.Purdy@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Language for Specific Purposes. Spanish for health and legal fields and virtual reality for teaching Spanish for health (medical and mental with the potential to include legal).

SLATER, JOHN – PROFESSOR  
john.slater@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Early Modern Hispanic Literatures; History of Science; History of Medicine  
Research: Science and early Spanish naturalism; literature and natural histories.

SUÁREZ-GARCÍA, JOSÉ LUIS – PROFESSOR  
jose.suarez_garcia@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Spanish Golden Age literature and culture, medieval bibliography, poetic and dramatic theory, and contemporary theater.

THORSON, LONI – SENIOR INSTRUCTOR  
Loni.Thorson@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: LSP- Spanish for Special Purposes, Languages Across the Curriculum.

VALERIO-HOLGUÍN, FERNANDO – PROFESSOR  
fernando.valerio-holguin@colostate.edu  
Concentration: Spanish  
Research: Caribbean Diaspora, slavery narrative, and post-modern hybridity among music, film and literature.
VELAZQUEZ-CASTILLO, MAURA – PROFESSOR
maura.velazquez-castillo@colostate.edu
Concentration: Spanish
Research: Functional and cognitive linguistics applied to Spanish and Guarani, the contact and interference between these two languages, and the pedagogy and acquisition of grammar in a second language.

VOGL, MARY – PROFESSOR
mary.vogl@colostate.edu
Concentration: French
Research: North, Central and West Africa, relations between literature and the arts, photography and representation, and minority cultures in France. Literary and cultural discourses surrounding contemporary Moroccan art.

XU, JUN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
jun.xu@colostate.edu
Concentration: Japanese; Chinese
Research: Japanese, Chinese, Second Language Acquisition, Pragmatics

PHILOSOPHY

ARCHIE, ANDRE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
andre.archie@colostate.edu
Concentration: Ancient Greek philosophy
Research: History of Ancient Greek Philosophy and Ancient Greek Political Philosophy; methodological issues, i.e., styles of argumentation in Plato and Aristotle.

BUTNOR, ASHBY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ashby.butnor@colostate.edu
Concentration: Ethics, feminist theory, East Asian philosophies
Research: Comparative philosophy with emphases in East Asian philosophies and cross-cultural ethics; interdisciplinary feminist studies; embodied dimensions of moral perception and action; Buddhist philosophy, phenomenology, and feminist theory.

CAFARO, PHILIP – PROFESSOR
philip.cafaro@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental ethics; virtue ethics; reducing overpopulation; preserving wild nature
Research: Environmental ethics and virtue ethics, and their intersection specifying a positive vision for people flourishing within nature, rather than overwhelming it. Conceptions of virtue, or human excellence, among America’s revolutionary generation, and their potential application to contemporary moral and political challenges.

DIRADO, PAUL – SENIOR TEACHING INSTRUCTOR
paul.dirado@colostate.edu
Concentration: Ancient and medieval philosophy; History of philosophy; Continental philosophy
Research: Ancient and medieval philosophy in and around the Mediterranean. Platonic and Neoplatonic traditions; How North African and Middle Eastern thought influenced and develops along with Platonism.

GORIN, MOTI – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
moti.gorin@colostate.edu
Concentration: Bioethics; ethics; social and political philosophy
Research: Bioethics and in moral and political philosophy; the ethics of interpersonal influence and on distributive justice at the level of abstract philosophical theorizing as well as in applied, practical contexts.

HAMID, IDRIS – PROFESSOR
idris.hamid@colostate.edu
Concentration: Islamic philosophy; cosmology; metaphysics; mysticism
Research:

HARRIS, EIRIK – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
eirik.harris@colostate.edu
Concentration: East Asian philosophy; comparative philosophy; political philosophy
Research: Early Chinese tradition, especially Confucian and Legalist views on the relationship between morality and politics.

KASSER, JEFF – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
jeff.kasser@colostate.edu
Concentration: American philosophy; epistemology; philosophy of science; philosophy of religion
Research: Epistemology and the history of American pragmatism; philosophy of science and philosophy of religion.

MACKENZIE, MATT – PROFESSOR & DEPT. CHAIR
matt.mackenzie@colostate.edu
Concentration: Indian and Buddhist philosophy; philosophy of mind; metaphysics
Research: Buddhist and Indian philosophy, philosophy of mind, and metaphysics; cross-cultural, interdisciplinary approach to questions of consciousness, selfhood, and embodiment.

MCGOLDRICK, MAC – INSTRUCTOR
Mac.McGoldrick@colostate.edu
Concentration: Vedic religion; world religions; monasticism
Research: Vedic Religion (Hinduism and Buddhism focus), socio-cultural linguistics, linguistic anthropology,
anthropology and psychology of religion, predatory religious cults.

**McShane, Katie – Professor**
katie.mcshane@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Ethical theory; environmental ethics
**Research:** Ethical theory; the theory of value, and environmental ethics; the moral significance of the emotional attitudes that we take toward the natural world; assumptions about value that might be present in various valuing attitudes (in particular, awe and respect) that environmentalists often urge people to take toward the natural world.

**Morach, Nathalie – Senior Instructor**
nathalie.morach@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Philosophy of language; Epistemology
**Research:** Philosophy of Language

**Rice, Collin – Assistant Professor**
collin.rice@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Philosophy of science
**Research:** Philosophy of science (especially the philosophy of biology), epistemology, and the philosophy of mind (especially cognitive science and concepts). Philosophy of physics, logic (probability and symbolic), ethics, and modern philosophy.

**Romagni, Domenica – Assistant Professor**
domenica.romagni@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** History of early modern philosophy; aesthetics; philosophy of mind
**Research:** Early Modern philosophy, philosophy of music, and philosophy of mind; how 17th century developments in music theory helped to influence fundamental ontology, philosophy of perception, and scientific theory-building at the time.

**Shockley, Ken – Professor**
kenneth.shockley@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Environmental philosophy; climate change; ethics
**Research:** The expression of environmental values in public policy, the ethical dimensions of climate policy, ecological restoration, and several problems in philosophical ethics. Environmental ethics, climate ethics, and sustainable development.

**Tropman, Beth – Professor**
beth.tropman@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Ethics; metaethics
**Research:** Ethics and metaethics; moral realism, moral intuitionism, and the epistemology of moral judgment.

**Tucker, Dustin – Associate Professor**
dustin.tucker@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Logic
**Research:** Intentional and nonmonotonic logic; paradoxes of mental and linguistic content—intentional paradoxes—and how they constrain theories of that content; formal systems of defeasible reasoning; nonmonotonic logic.

**Political Science**

**Bae, Joonbum – Assistant Professor**
j.bae@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** International Relations; International Security; East Asia
**Research:** Relationships between international conflict and authoritarian stability as well as how (and whether) international politics in East Asia differ from other regions of the world.

**Brock, Clare – Assistant Professor**
clare.brock@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** American Politics; Public Policy and Administration
**Research:** The policy process, agricultural policy, lobbying, and money in politics. How polarization impacts lobbying behavior and legislative outcomes in the agricultural and food sectors. Relationships between punctuated equilibrium theory and partisan polarization; use of social media by school districts to communicate changes about policy.

**Cavdar, Gamze – Associate Professor**
gamze.cavdar@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Comparative Politics; Middle East Politics; Gender; Methodology
**Research:** Islamist movements, social policy and gender in North Africa and the Middle East (MENA) and the politics of food.

**Daum, Courtenay – Professor**
courtenay.daum@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Public Law; Gender and Politics; American Government and Politics; Political Theory
**Research:** The interaction between law and society including LGBTQ politics, intersectional and feminist legal theories, and organized interest mobilization and litigation in the courts. How the criminal justice and legal systems subjugate and constrain marginalized populations including rape victims, the female intimates of drug offenders, transgender individuals, and intersectionally-identified LGBTQ individuals. Critiques of rights mobilization and litigation as mechanisms for facilitating transformative change.
ESPECIALLY CHINA; BRITISH AND EUROPEAN POLITICS.

POLICY CONCENTRATION:
peter.harris@colostate.edu

HARRIS, PETER – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
peter.harris@colostate.edu
Concentration: International Relations; US Foreign Policy
Research: US foreign relations with other great powers, especially China; British and European politics.

HITT, MATTHEW – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
matthew.hitt@colostate.edu
Concentration: American Politics; Methodology
Research: Judgment and decision making in American politics, primarily in elite institutions. How institutional and external factors influence the choices political actors make, especially at the collective level, in Congress, the judiciary, and the bureaucracy. Observational, experimental, and archival techniques.

FIELDER, JAMES – INSTRUCTOR
james.fielder@colostate.edu
Concentration: Cyber
Research: Cyber-mediated political interaction, emergent political behavior in gameplay, game worlds, and gamer culture, experimental wargaming, using games for active classroom learning.

GOES, IASMIN – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
iasmin.goes@colostate.edu
Concentration: International Politics; Security Studies; Political Theory
Research: How information and media are used as forms of power in global politics and global security. Previous works explored how information and entertainment were crucial parts of US power matrix and how digital media and platforms have disrupted the international liberal order.

HARNEY, JESSIE – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
jessie.harney@colostate.edu
Concentration: Public Policy and Administration; Master’s of Public Policy and Administration
Research: Justice system reform, focusing on: 1) how to improve the mental health of frontline workers in these systems; 2) understanding how the well-being of frontline workers impacts service delivery to system-impacted populations; and 3) understanding how to improve the well-being of system-impacted individuals and families through specific, direct services or policies.

HARRIS, PETER – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
peter.harris@colostate.edu
Concentration: International Relations; US Foreign Policy
Research: US foreign relations with other great powers, especially China; British and European politics.

HITT, MATTHEW – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
matthew.hitt@colostate.edu
Concentration: American Politics; Methodology
Research: Judgment and decision making in American politics, primarily in elite institutions. How institutional and external factors influence the choices political actors make, especially at the collective level, in Congress, the judiciary, and the bureaucracy. Observational, experimental, and archival techniques.

FATTOR, ERIC – SENIOR INSTRUCTOR
efattor@colostate.edu
Concentration: International Politics; Security Studies; Political Theory
Research: How information and media are used as forms of power in global politics and global security. Previous works explored how information and entertainment were crucial parts of US power matrix and how digital media and platforms have disrupted the international liberal order.

FIELDER, JAMES – INSTRUCTOR
james.fielder@colostate.edu
Concentration: Cyber
Research: Cyber-mediated political interaction, emergent political behavior in gameplay, game worlds, and gamer culture, experimental wargaming, using games for active classroom learning.

GOES, IASMIN – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
iasmin.goes@colostate.edu
Concentration: International Politics; Security Studies; Political Theory
Research: How information and media are used as forms of power in global politics and global security. Previous works explored how information and entertainment were crucial parts of US power matrix and how digital media and platforms have disrupted the international liberal order.

KIM, YOUNG-SUNG – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
youngsung.kim@colostate.edu
Concentration: Public Policy and Administration
Research: Public management topics including the interactions between public, private, and nonprofit organizations in the pursuit of public outcomes, community engaged research, and social equity.

LEE, YU-JUNG JULIA – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
yj.lee@colostate.edu
Concentration: Comparative politics; Asian politics
Research: Comparative development, women and politics, and Asian politics. The governance of basic services; sanitation and health in India.

MACDONALD, BRADLEY – PROFESSOR
bradley.macdonald@colostate.edu
Concentration: Political Theory
Research: Contemporary political theory; Western Marxism, critical theory, postmodern political theory, and issues related to cultural politics (or the way in which art/popular culture reinforce and/or resist relations of power).

MCIVOR, DAVID – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
david.mcivor@colostate.edu
Concentration: Political Theory
Research: Contemporary political theory and democratic theory; critical theory psychoanalytic theory and deliberative democratic theory and practice.
Mumme, Stephen – Professor
stephen.mumme@colostate.edu
Concentration: Comparative Government
Research: Comparative environmental politics and policy; Mexican government and U.S.-Mexican relations; Mexican demographic policy and immigration issues. Water and environmental management along the U.S.-Mexico border from a domestic politics perspective; politics and domestic governance that shape political and diplomatic outcomes in bilateral controversies over water, territory, and natural resources.

Olofsson, Kristin – Assistant Professor
kristin.olofsson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental Policy; Public Policy and Administration
Research: Environmental policy; public policy processes; governance; equity; environmental justice.

Robinson, Trenten – Instructor
Trenten.Robinson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Master’s of Public Policy and Administration
Research: Local Government in the United States; Public Organizational Development; Local Government Management; Innovation in Government; Public Service Motivation; Public School Organizations and Districts

Saunders, Kyle – Professor
kyle.saunders@colostate.edu
Concentration: American Politics (elections/parties/behavior/policy); Research Methodology/Quantitative Methods
Research: American politics; political parties, political behavior, public opinion, elections, public policy, and research methodology.

Scott, Ryan – Associate Professor
ryan.p.scott@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental Policy, Public Policy
Research: How to manage risks associated with oil and gas development, energy development, and air quality; local and state policy making. Utilization of participatory processes and measuring outcomes and outputs resulting from involving citizens and nongovernmental actors in public policy decision making and implementation.

Stecula, Dominik – Assistant Professor
dominik.stecula@colostate.edu
Concentration: American Politics (political communication, public opinion, science communication)
Research: Political communication, political behavior, and science communication, in American and in a comparative context. Examination of the news media environment and its effects on society; content of the news and its effects on political polarization and attitudes about topics like climate change or vaccines; news consumption, analysis of what sources people deem credible and why.

Stevis, Dimitris – Professor
dimitris.stevis@colostate.edu
Concentration: World Politics; Environmental Politics; Labor Politics
Research: Social governance of the world political economy in the areas of labor and the environment; social power, justice and local/global dynamics. Global labor politics and global framework agreements. Environmental politics of labor unions across the world; immigration and labor policies of environmentalist organizations.

Velasco, Marcella – Associate Professor
marcela.velasco@colostate.edu
Concentration: Comparative Government and Policies; Latin America
Research: Comparative government, Latin America, and environmental politics. Ethnic politics, ethnic social movements and local governance, territorial politics, environmental justice, and institutional change in Latin America in general and Colombia.

Weitzel, Daniel – Assistant Professor
daniel.weitzel@colostate.edu
Concentration: Comparative Politics; Quantitative Methods; Political Parties; Political Behavior; Methodology; Western Europe; Campaigns and elections
Research: European voting and election campaigns.

White, Allison – Assistant Professor
allison.white2@colostate.edu
Concentration: Comparative Politics
Research: Russian electoral politics, voting; Russian ethnic minorities and political mobilization; election fraud.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE AND DANCE

Apodaca, Denise R – Senior Instructor
denise.apodaca@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Piano
Research: How music can be used as a language building educational tool for English Language Learners and the Role of music mentors in influencing high risk students

Aasel, Nicole – Associate Professor
nicole.asel@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Voice (Mezzo Soprano)
Research: n/a
**Bacon, Joel – Professor**
joel.bacon@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Keyboard Area Coordinator; Organ; Stewart and Sheron Golden Chair in Organ and Liturgical Studies
**Research:** Use of organ in selected orchestral works; historical musicology.

**Beer, Laura – Associate Professor**
laura.beer@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music Therapy
**Research:** Clinician in a range of settings; neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) and with children who have multiple developmental challenges.

**Bellamy, Cayla – Assistant Professor**
cayla.bellamy@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Bassoon
**Research:** Coaching methodologies and the intersections of artistic and athletic training; factors affecting burnout in high performing individuals.

**Blake Oliver, Tiffany – Associate Professor**
tiffany.blakeoller@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Voice (Soprano); Coordinator of Voice; Director of Ralph Opera Program
**Research:** n/a

**Carignan, Erin – Assistant Professor**
e.carignan@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Theatre; Costume Design
**Research:** Costume design, textile surface modification, and pushing the boundaries of design and technology using digital mediums and interfaces; theatrical artistry and technical application.

**Chang, Chung-Fu – Professor**
chung-fu.chang@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Dance; Modern Dance
**Research:** n/a

**Chang, Jooyeon – Instructor of Music**
jooyeon.chang@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Piano
**Research:** Duo performance in various ensemble forms such as four hands piano, saxophone and piano duo.

**Curtis, Stanley – Assistant Professor**
stanley.curtis@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Trumpet
**Research:** n/a

**David, Jim – Professor**
james.david@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Composition, Music Theory
**Research:** n/a

**Ferreira, Wesley – Professor**
wesley.ferreira@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Clarinet
**Research:** n/a

**Francois, Ron – Professor**
ron.franceis@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Violin, Chamber Music; Coordinator of Strings Area
**Research:** n/a

**Gallagher, Grace – Assistant Professor**
grace.gallagher@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Dance; Hip Hop; Contemporary; Jazz
**Research:** Research and engaged scholarship on inclusivity, access, and the power of community; Dance Education.

**Goble, Dan – Professor & SMTD Director**
dan.goble@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Director of the School of Music, Theatre, and Dance
**Research:** n/a

**Grapes, Dawn – Associate Professor**
dawn.grapes@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Music History
**Research:** Historical Musicology; music of Early Modern England, music history pedagogy, and flute history.

**Greenough, Forest – Associate Professor**
forest.greenough@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Double Bass, Music Theory
**Research:** n/a

**Hanna, Roger – Associate Professor**
roger.hanna@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Theatre; Set Design
**Research:** n/a

**Harvey, Madeline – Associate Professor**
madeline.harvey@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Dance; Ballet
**Research:** Play as a paradigm for choreographic process. Recent projects examine the artistry of parenting through dance.

**Henke, Saffron – Associate Professor**
saffron.henke@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Theatre; Acting
**Research:** n/a

**Hollenbeck, Eric – Professor**
eric.hollenbeck@colostate.edu
**Concentration:** Music; Percussion; Coordinator of Percussion
**Research:** n/a
HURTADO, JAVIER – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ejavier.hurtado@colostate.edu
Concentration: Theater; Playwriting; Directing
Research: Contemporary Latinx and LGBTQ+ theatre specializing in adaptations and ensemble-based performance. Archival research and ethnographic data to explore relationships among history, religion, humor, and embodied practice.

JACOBI, BONNIE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
bonnie.jacobi@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Music Education; Coordinator of Music Education; Director of Colorado Kodály Institute
Research: Music education.

JOHNSON, ERIK – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ajojohnson@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Music Education (Instrumental)
Research: Ways that scholarship can help teachers in the K-12 classroom deliver outstanding and inspired instruction. Peer-assisted learning, music teacher identity development, and music theory pedagogy; how peer-assisted learning in music can help to improve social responsiveness for students with Autism Spectrum Disorder.

JOHNSTON, PRICE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
price.johnston@colostate.edu
Concentration: Theatre; Lighting, Sound, and Projection Design; Director of Theatre; Assistant Director of the School of Music, Theatre, and Dance
Research: n/a

KIM, JAMES – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
james.kim@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Director of Choral Activities
Research: n/a

KNIGHT, ANDREW – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
andrew.knight@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Music Therapy
Research: n/a

LAGASSE, BLYTHE – PROFESSOR
blythe.lagasse@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Music Therapy; Coordinator of Music Therapy
Research: Communication neuroscience; the use of music to improve communication and cognitive skills in children with developmental disabilities and autism spectrum disorder.

LESLEY, DREW – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
drew.leslie@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Trombone
Research: n/a

LEWIS, MEGAN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
megan.lewis@colostate.edu
Concentration: Theater; Theatre History; Performance Studies; Director of Theater
Research: African theatre and film, the politics of performance, non-Western performance traditions, theatre of dissent, the performance of gender (masculinity) and race (whiteness) in South Africa, and white allyship.

LINDSEY, JOHN – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
john.lindsey@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Voice
Research: n/a

MCGUIRE, JOHN – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
john.mcguire@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Voice
Research: n/a

MORGAN, EMILY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
emily.morgan@colostate.edu
Concentration: Dance; Director of Dance
Research: Community dance practices and interactive/participatory dance in traditional and non-traditional spaces. Dance created by and for community members, site-specific dance, and interdisciplinary and/or collaborative performance and pedagogy.

PENDERGAST, SETH – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
seth.pendergast@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Music Education (Choral)
Research: Relationship between secondary school music participation and students’ music activities in both formal and informal contexts; technology-based music courses.

PHILLIPS, REBECCA – PROFESSOR
rebecca.phillips@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Conducting; Director of Bands
Research: n/a

PIPPEN, JOHN – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
john.pippen@colostate.edu
Concentration: Music; Ethnomusicology
Research: Sociological and anthropological studies of music, musical practices around the world, and histories of music in the United States and Europe; ethnographic study of the new music scene in Chicago. Labor studies and aesthetic theory; struggle in the classical music scene in the United States.

RACEY, NOAH – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
noah.racey@colostate.edu
Concentration: Theatre; Musical Theatre
Research: n/a
**Rushing, Jess – Assistant Professor**
jess.rushing@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Music therapy

**Seman, Michael – Assistant Professor**
michael.seman@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; LEAP Institute for the Arts
*Research:* The intersection of music, entrepreneurship, and economic development on the urban landscape; production and consumption of music in the digital age.

**Shupe, Abigail – Associate Professor**
abigail.shupe@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Music Theory
*Research:* n/a

**Sommer, Peter – Professor**
peter.sommer@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Saxophone, Chamber Music, Jazz Studies; Coordinator of Woodwinds
*Research:* n/a

**Stanley, Michelle – Professor/Associate Dean**
michelle.stanley@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Flute; Director of LEAP Institute for the Arts
*Research:* n/a

**Taylor, Jayme – Assistant Professor**
jayme.taylor@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Bands
*Research:* n/a

**Waddell, Rachel – Assistant Professor**
jayme.taylor@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Director of Orchestras; Conducting
*Research:* Conductor of the University Symphony Orchestra and director of orchestras at CSU.

**Wallick, Bryan – Assistant Professor**
bryan.wallick@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Piano
*Research:* n/a

**Wilhelm, Lindsey – Associate Professor**
lindsey.wilhelm@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Music; Music Therapy; Coordinator of Clinical Practicum
*Research:* n/a

**Sociology**

**Carolan, Michael – Professor & Dept. Chair**
michael.carolan@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Environmental and agricultural law and policy
*Research:* Environmental and agricultural law and policy, environmental sociology, the sociology of food systems and agriculture, economic sociology, and the sociology of technology and scientific knowledge.

**Cross, Jeni – Professor**
jeni.cross@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Behavior Change; Conservation and Sustainability; Social Networks; Evaluation and Research Methods; Science of Team Science
*Research:* Community sociologist, conducting research with and for community partners to solve community problems and improve quality of life. Issues of public health, place attachment, behavior change, community engagement, and using social networks to create systems change.

**Goldsmith, Andrew – Assistant Professor**
andrew.goldsmith@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Organizational Behavior; Ethical Decision-Making; Whistleblowing; Intercollegiate Athletics
*Research:* Sport management, organizational behavior and ethical decision-making; the role of antecedent conditions and cost-benefit analysis towards whistleblowing intention in sport.

**Hastings, Orestes Pat – Associate Professor**
pat.hastings@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Stratification & Inequality; Family Demography; Economic Sociology; Social Policy; Sociology of Religion; Quantitative Methods & Causal Inference
*Research:* Mechanisms and processes through which economic inequalities become social inequalities. How macro-level economic and political contexts come together with local-level characteristics of neighborhoods, schools, and housing markets to shape the beliefs, behaviors, opportunities, and well-being of individuals and families, as well as how these mechanisms and outcomes vary based on differences in income, education, race, religiosity, and family structure.

**Hempel, Lynn – Associate Professor**
lynn.hempel@colostate.edu

*Concentration:* Social Stratification; Social Theory
*Research:* Processes through which social boundaries and social inequalities are produced and maintained, with emphases on race, ethnicity, and religion.
HOGAN, MICHAEL – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
michael.hogan@colostate.edu
Concentration: Criminology and Criminal Justice
Research: Public opinion on crime and justice issues, white collar, corporate, and governmental crime, and offender treatment and rehabilitation.

LUNA, JESSIE – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
jessie.luna@colostate.edu
Concentration: Sustainable Development; Environmental Sociology; Food and Agriculture; Race; Cultural Sociology; Science and Technology Studies
Research: How cultural politics intersect with processes of capitalism to produce and naturalize social inequalities and environmental change. Agricultural change, uneven wealth accumulation, and rural dispossession; embodiment, culture, and status; how people make sense of their own roles in (re)producing systems of inequality.

MAHONEY, PAT – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF TEACHING
smahoney@colostate.edu
Concentration: Social Theory; Health and Medicine; Technology, Work and Leisure; Social Movements; Sociology of the Body
Research: Community health systems that emphasize a non-illness understanding of health. The environmental effects of the global tourist industry, with an emphasis on the cruise ship industry in Antarctica.

MALIN, STEPHANIE – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
stephanie.malin@colostate.edu
Concentration: Environmental and Natural Resources Sociology; Rural Development; Environmental Justice & Health; Social Movements; Environmental Governance; Sociology of Energy & Extraction
Research: Environmental and natural resource sociology, governance, and rural development; community-based and mixed methods research on community impacts of resource extraction, energy production, and environmental de-regulation. Environmental justice, environmental health, social mobilization, and the socio-environmental effects of market-based economies.

MAO, KUORAY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
kuoray.mao@colostate.edu
Concentration: Green Criminology; Environmental Sociology; Globalization; Crime and Deviance; China & East Asia
Research: How socio-economic and environmental disjunctions caused by globalization engendered patterns of resource and risk allocation; structural inequality in East Asia; the role of the developmental state in the perpetuation of environmental harm. Desertification and the neoliberal economic model.

NOWACKI, JEFFREY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
jeffrey.nowacki@colostate.edu
Concentration: Criminology; Police Organizations; Courts & Sentencing
Research: Social responses to crime; how policy changes and social context influence criminal justice system behavior.

O’CALLAGHAN, ERIN – ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
erin.ocallaghan@colostate.edu
Concentration: Race and Racism; Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender; Migration; Social Mobility; Puerto Ricans; U.S. Latinas/os/xs

OPSAI, TARA – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
tara.opsal@colostate.edu
Concentration: Criminology and Criminal Justice; Program Evaluation; Corrections and Reentry; Green Criminology; Gender
Research: The way systems of formal social control intersect with and shape individual and group behavior; crime/victimization; the environment. The criminal processing system; consequences of sentencing and correctional policy; how the public understands the role of state institutions in protecting (and neglecting) the environment through regulatory policy. Oil and gas development and citizen’s experiences with state and local regulatory actors.

RAYNOLDS, LAURA – PROFESSOR
laura.raynolds@colostate.edu
Concentration: Globalization; Food & Agriculture; Development; Stratification; Gender; Fair Trade
Research: Globalization, international development, food & agriculture, gendered labor forces, and fair & alternative trade. Field-based research in the Dominican Republic, Haiti, Mexico, Ecuador, Peru, and Costa Rica.

ROBERTS, ANTHONY – ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
tony.roberts@colostate.edu
Concentration: Inequality & Stratification; Economic Sociology; Global & Comparative Political Economy;
Economic Development; Labor Regulation; Quantitative Methods

Research: The impact of economic development and globalization on income inequality and labor regulation in developed and less-developed countries; how developmental processes and the global fragmentation of manufacturing affects the distribution of income, wealth, and social services and induces the reform of labor legislation, policy, and regulation.

Sbicca, Joshua – Associate Professor
j.sbicca@colostate.edu

Concentration: Food and Agriculture; Inequalities; Political Economy; Race and Ethnic Studies; Social Movements; Urban Studies

Research: Sociological drivers and outcomes of contentious food politics, how social inequalities intersect with the food system and how social movements use food to resist and alter power relations; urban food systems, complexity of food movement organizing, networked coalition development processes; tensions food system change amidst urban pressures of mass incarceration, gentrification, racial stratification, and neoliberalization; how activists and scholars articulate and practice food justice and what this means for building broad based social movements that strive for structural change.

Taylor, Pete – Professor
pete.taylor@colostate.edu

Concentration: Natural Resource and Environmental Sociology; Water Governance; Environmental Governance; International Development

Research: Natural resource and environmental sociology; organizational problems of community-based forest management in Mexico, Guatemala and Bolivia; environmental flow cooperation on the Colorado River in Colorado; agricultural water issues in the Colorado River Basin.

Unnithan, Prabha – Professor
prabha.unnithan@colostate.edu

Concentration: Criminology and Criminal Justice; Policy Analysis; Program Evaluation

Research: Crime and Justice in India; Violence against Women in India.

Viera, Janelle Ashley – Assistant Professor
janelle.viera@colostate.edu

Concentration: Critical Criminology; Gender; Qualitative Research Methods; Social Justice

Research: Racial formation, incorporation, and inequality among Latinx populations in the Americas; qualitative and mixed methods. The debate over the changing U.S. racial system and Puerto Ricans’ relative positioning within the American racial and socioeconomic landscape. Intergenerational and transnational effects of migration on return migrant families to Mexico.